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A Non-Canonical Cortico-Amygdala Inhibitory Loop
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Discriminating between auditory signals of different affective value is critical for the survival and success of social interaction of an
individual. Anatomical, electrophysiological, imaging, and optogenetics approaches have established that the auditory cortex (AC) by
providing auditory information to the lateral amygdala (LA) via long-range excitatory glutamatergic projections has an impact on
sound-driven aversive/fear behavior. Here we test the hypothesis that the LA also receives GABAergic projections from the cortex. We
addressed this fundamental question by taking advantage of optogenetics, anatomical, and electrophysiology approaches and directly
examining the functional effects of cortical GABAergic inputs to LA neurons of the mouse (male/female) AC. We found that the cortex, via
cortico-lateral-amygdala somatostatin neurons (CLA-SOM), has a direct inhibitory influence on the output of the LA principal neurons.
Our results define a CLA long-range inhibitory circuit (CLA-SOM inhibitory projections¡ LA principal neurons) underlying the control
of spike timing/generation in LA and LA–AC projecting neurons, and attributes a specific function to a genetically defined type of cortical
long-range GABAergic neurons in CLA communication.
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Introduction
Fear is an advantageous response to danger (Blanchard and
Blanchard, 1969a,b). Discriminating between auditory signals of
different affective value is critical for the survival and success of
social interaction of an individual. The transformation of au-
ditory signals to an appropriate behavioral output is achieved
by the dynamic interaction of specific neuronal circuits that
process this information through different cell types (Bajo and
King, 2012; Aizenberg et al., 2015; Xiong et al., 2015; William-
son and Polley, 2019) embedded in specific circuits across the
brain.

Amygdala neuronal activity has been shown to be involved in
sound-driven aversive/fear behavior (Davis, 1997; Fanselow and
LeDoux, 1999; LeDoux, 2014), and lateral amygdala (LA) been
the major input nucleus of the amygdala. In absence of the LA
and its projections to the basal and central nucleus, the auditory
signals cannot gain control of aversive/fear responses. It is there-
fore crucial to understand the cortical connectivity pattern and
dynamics that shape the flow of information in the LA. It is very
well established that cortical neurons regulate the activity of neu-
rons in the LA through long-range glutamatergic/excitatory pro-
jections, whereas inhibition is mediated by local feedforward and
feedback circuits (for review, see Letzkus et al., 2011). It is how-
ever worth to note that long-range GABAergic neurons are im-
portant circuit elements in many brain areas such as the spiny
projection neurons in the striatum and the Purkinje neurons in
the cerebellum. Although the existence of cortical long-range
GABAergic neurons has been proven anatomically (Seress and
Ribak, 1983; Ribak et al., 1986; Tóth and Freund, 1992; Tóth et
al., 1993; Freund and Buzsáki, 1996; for review, see Caputi et al.,
2013; Tremblay et al., 2016), previous studies have primarily fo-
cused on the local cortical circuit organization of GABAergic
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Significance Statement

It is very well established that cortical auditory inputs to the lateral amygdala are exclusively excitatory and that cortico-amygdala
neuronal activity has been shown to be involved in sound-driven aversive/fear behavior. Here, for the first time, we show that the
lateral amygdala receives long-range GABAergic projection from the auditory cortex and these form direct monosynaptic inhib-
itory connections onto lateral amygdala principal neurons. Our results define a cellular basis for direct inhibitory communication
from auditory cortex to the lateral amygdala, suggesting that the timing and ratio of excitation and inhibition, two opposing forces
in the mammalian cerebral cortex, can dynamically affect the output of the lateral amygdala, providing a general mechanism for
fear/aversive behavior driven by auditory stimuli.
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interneurons (Buzsáki, 1984; Ali et al., 1999; Holmgren et al.,
2003; Maccaferri and Lacaille, 2003; Pouille and Scanziani, 2004;
Silberberg and Markram, 2007; Pouille et al., 2009, 2013; Stokes
and Isaacson, 2010; Hayut et al., 2011; Pfeffer et al., 2013; Cran-
dall and Connors, 2016), and inhibition is frequently described as
being exclusively local. Corticofugal long-range subtypes have
been described in several cortical areas, including the auditory
cortex (AC; Rock et al., 2016, 2018). Current studies suggest that
between 1 and 10% of the cortical GABAergic neurons in rodents,
cats, and monkeys are categorized as long-range cortical projec-
tions (McDonald and Burkhalter, 1993; Tomioka et al., 2005;
Higo et al., 2007, 2009; Tomioka and Rockland, 2007). A growing
body of evidence from our laboratory and others suggests that
many of these projections arise from somatostatin-expressing
neurons (Jinno and Kosaka, 2004; Tomioka et al., 2005; Higo et
al., 2007, 2009; Tomioka and Rockland, 2007; McDonald et al.,
2012; Melzer et al., 2012; Rock et al., 2016), parvalbumin-
expressing neurons (Lee et al., 2014; Melzer et al., 2017), and
more recently from vasoactive intestinal peptide-expressing neu-
rons (Francavilla et al., 2018).

In this study, we test the hypothesis that the AC has a direct,
monosynaptic, inhibitory influence on the neurons of the LA. We
addressed this fundamental question using both anterograde and
retrograde anatomical methods in conjunction with in vitro op-
togenetics and electrophysiology. Using these techniques, we
demonstrated the existence of somatostatin-expressing neurons
in the AC with GABAergic projections to the LA. To directly
examine the functional effects of cortical long-range GABAergic
inputs on LA neurons, we measured the response of LA principal
neurons to optogenetic activation of cortico-lateral-amygdala so-
matostatin neuron (CLA-SOM) axons. Our in vitro approach is
crucial to simplifying and facilitating the targeted mechanistic
investigation of CLA-SOM, LA-AC neurons, and synapse in the
AC¡LA and LA¡AC circuit from most of the extrinsic circuitry
present in fully intact brain.

Our results describe a previously unknown CLA direct inhib-
itory circuit (CLA-SOM inhibitory projections ¡ LA principal
neurons) underlying the control of spike timing/generation in LA
pyramidal neurons and attribute a specific function to a geneti-
cally defined type of cortical long-range GABAergic neurons in
CLA communication. Overall this suggests that the timing and
ratio of cortical excitatory and inhibitory inputs to the LA, by
shaping the activity pattern of principal neurons, determines
sound-driven aversive/fear behavioral outcomes. Moreover, our
whole-brain mapping of the input onto the CLA-SOM neurons
reveal that the LA provides inputs to these neurons, which sug-
gests that this connectivity pattern (CLA-SOM inhibitory projec-
tions 7 LA principal neurons) is likely a feature of the CLA
inhibitory loop.

Materials and Methods
All animal procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal Care
and Use Committee at the University of Texas at San Antonio. Proce-
dures followed animal welfare guidelines set by the National Institutes of
Health. Mice used in this experiment were housed in a vivarium main-
taining a 12 h light/dark schedule and given ad libidum access to mouse
chow and water.

Transgenic mouse lines
The following mouse lines were used in this study:

SOM-Cre: Ssttm2.1(cre)Zjh /J (The Jackson Laboratory, stock
#013044); ROSA-tdTomato reporter: B6.CG.Gt(ROSA)26Sortm14
(CAG-tdTomato)Hze/J (The Jackson Laboratory, stock #007914);
ROSA-eYFP reporter: B6.129X1-Gt(ROSA)26Sortm1(EYFP)Cos/J (The

Jackson Laboratory, stock #006148); SOM-Cre homozygous male mice
were crossed with ROSA-tdTomato or ROSA-eYFP reporter homozy-
gous female mice to generate SOMCre/tdTomato or SOM-Cre/eYFP
(somatostatin-containing neurons expressing both Cre and tdTomato/
eYFP) line, respectively.

Viral vectors
AAV1-CaMKII0.4-eGFP-WPRE-rBG, 6.03 � 10 13 GC/ml (Addgene vi-
ral prep #105541-AAV1). AAV1-CAG-FLEX-EGFP-WPRE, titer 3.1 �
10 13 VG/ml (Addgene viral prep #51502-AAV1).

AAV1-Syn-Flex-ChrimsonR-tdTomato, titer 4.1 � 1012 GC/ml (UNC
Vector Core, AV6554B). AAV1-EF1a-FLEX-GTB, titer 1.82 � 10 10

GC/ml (GT3 core, Salk Institute, Addgene plasmid #26197). RV-EnvA-
G-ChR2-mCherry, 2.29 � 10 8 TU/ml (GT3 core, Salk Institute, Addgene
plasmid #32646). AAV9-CAG-hChR2-tdTomato, titer 4 � 10 12 VG/ml
(UNC Vector Core, AV4582).

Stereotaxic injections
Basic surgical procedures. Mice were initially anesthetized with isoflurane
(3%; 1 L/min O2 flow) in preparation for the stereotaxic injections de-
tailed in the next section. The mice were head-fixed on a stereotaxic
frame (model 1900, Kopf Instruments) using non-rupture ear bars. An-
esthesia was maintained at 1–1.5% isoflurane for the duration of the
surgery. A warming pad was used to maintain body temperature during
the procedure. Standard aseptic technique was followed for all surgical
procedures. Injections were performed using a pressure injector (Nano-
ject III, Drummond Scientific) mounted on the stereotaxic frame. Injec-
tions were delivered through a borosilicate glass injection pipette
(Wiretrol II, Drummond Scientific) with a taper length of �30 mm and
a tip diameter of �50 �m. The pipette remained in place for 5 min before
to start injecting at 1 nl/s rate, 15 s waiting period after each nl, and was
left in place for 5 min after the injection to avoid viral backflow along the
injection tract. Both male and female mice, P35–P40 at the time of the
injection, were used in these experiments.

Anterograde labeling of excitatory and inhibitory projections from AC to
LA. A mixture of AAV1-CaMKII0.4-eGFP-WPRE-rBG and AAV1-Syn-
Flex-ChrimsonR-tdTomato stereotaxically injected into the right AC of
SOM-Cre mice. The injection pipette was positioned over the right AC
(2.5 mm posterior and 4.25– 4.35 mm lateral to bregma) and advanced to
0.9 –1.1 mm below the surface of the brain. The pipette remained in place
for 5 min before the injection began. Fifty nanoliters of a mixture of
AAV1-CaMKII0.4-eGFP-WPRE-rBG and AAV1-Syn-Flex-ChrimsonR-
tdTomato was delivered over a period of 5–10 min. The pipette was
allowed to remain in place for 5 min before being slowly withdrawn.

Anterograde labeling of CLA-SOM neurons. CLA-SOM neurons in the
AC were labeled using AAV1-Syn-Flex-ChrimsonRtdTomato (UNC
Vector Core, AV6554B) stereotaxically injected into the right AC of
SOM-Cre mice. The injection pipette was positioned over the right AC
(2.6 mm posterior and 4.5 mm lateral to bregma) and advanced to 0.9 –
1.1 mm below the surface of the brain. The pipette remained in place for
5 min before the injection began. Approximately 50 nl of AAV1Syn-Flex-
ChrimsonR-tdTomato was delivered over a period of 5–10 min. The
pipette was allowed to remain in place for 5 min before being slowly
withdrawn.

Retrograde labeling of CLA-SOM neurons. CLA-SOM neurons in the
AC were retrogradely labeled using AAV.GFP.Flex or red Retrobeads
(Lumafluor) stereotaxically injected into the right LA of SOM-Cre (n �
9 animals from n � 3 litters) and SOM-Cre-tdTomato mice (n � 4
animals from n � 2 litters). Injections were performed as described be-
fore, with the following modifications: stereotaxic coordinates for the LA
injection site were 1.4 mm posterior and 3.45 mm lateral to bregma.
Approximately 15 nl of AAV.GFP.Flex was delivered at the depth of 3.65
mm below the surface of the brain.

Retrograde labeling of LA-AC neurons. LA–AC neurons in the LA cor-
tex were labeled using CTB-488 (ThermoFisher Scientific, catalog
#C22841) or red Retrobeads stereotaxically injected into the right AC of
SOM-Cre mice. Injections were performed in the same manner as pre-
vious injections in the AC and using the same AC stereotaxic coordinates.

Anterograde transfection of CLA-SOM neurons with Chrimson. CLA-
SOM neurons in the AC were transfected with Chrimson using
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Figure 1. Distribution of AC excitatory and inhibitory projections to the LA. A, Schematic depicting injection site using the SOM-Cre transgenic mouse line to transfect CLA-SOM and excitatory
projections to the LA with Chrimson.tdTomato and GFP respectively. B, Top, Bright-field image of a slice containing the AC injection site of AAV.Chrimson.tdTomato.Flex and AAV.CaMKII.GFP in the
SOM-Cre transgenic mouse line. Middle, tdTomato fluorescence in the injection site. Bottom, GFP fluorescence in the injection site. C, Left, Top, Epifluorescence image (Figure legend continues.)
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AAV.Syn.Flex.Chrimson-tdTomato (UNC Vector Core, AV6554B) ste-
reotaxically injected into the right AC of SOM-Cre mice (n � 6 animals
from n � 3 litters). Injections were performed in the same manner as
previous injections in the AC and using the same AC stereotaxic
coordinates.

Retrograde AAV-RV tracing of monosynaptic input to the CLA-SOM neu-
rons. For monosynaptic tracing experiments, 100 nl of AAV1-EF1a-FLEX-
GTB were injected into the right AC of Som-Cre mice. After 3 weeks, 20 nl of
RV-EnvA-�G-ChR2-mCherry were injected in the right LA, and animals
were transcardially perfused and processed for immunohistochemistry after
additional 6 d (n � 3 animals from n � 1 litter).

Quantification of AAV.Chrimson.flex.tdTomato and
AAV.CamkII.GFP in AC
Images of the injection site in AC were collected to analyze the distribu-
tion of neurons specifically transfected by AAV.Chrimson.Flex.tdTo-
mato in Som-Cre mice compared with nonspecific transfection by
AAV.GFP. Tile scan images to cover the entire injection site in a coronal

brain slice were acquired at 20� magnification and 16 bit depth with
ZEN software (Zeiss) using a Zeiss LSM-710 confocal microscope. Using
ImageJ, the area of the virus spread was quantified across the anterior
posterior axis from 200-�m-thick coronal slices that contained trans-
fected somata in AC. Background areas of AC not containing visible
somata were also defined as regions-of-interest. Using the histogram
function of ImageJ, the gray values of the pixels were quantified. The
mean and SD of the gray values of the background regions were also
quantified. Fluorescent signals in the injection site were defined as those
pixels with a gray value 3 SD above the mean of the background region-
of-interest in the injection site. Figure 2 shows the average area quantified
from 5 to 9 slices containing AAV.Chriimson.Flex.tdTomato and
AAV.GFP in the AC (n � 3 animals, n � 1 litter).

In vitro slice preparation and recordings
We allowed 4 – 6 weeks for expression of Chrimson or GFP. Mice were
anesthetized with isoflurane and decapitated. Coronal slices (300 �m)
containing the area of interest (AC, LA) were sectioned on a vibratome
(VT1200S, Leica) in a chilled cutting solution containing the following
(in mM): 100 choline chloride, 25 NaHCO3, 25 D-glucose, 11.6 sodium
ascorbate, 7 MgSO4 3.1 sodium pyruvate, 2.5 KCl, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 0.5
CaCl2. These slices were incubated in oxygenated artificial CSF (ACSF) in
a submerged chamber at 35–37°C for 30 min and then room temperature
(21–25°C) until recordings were performed. ACSF contained the follow-
ing (in mM): 126 NaCl, 26 NaHCO3, 10 D-glucose, 2.5 KCl, 2 CaCl2, 1.25
NaH2PO4, 1 MgCl2; osmolarity was �290 Osm/L.

4

(Figure legend continued.) of tdTomato-expressing SOM neurons in the AC. Left, Bottom,
Epifluorescence image of GFP-expressing pyramidal neurons (CaMKII-positive) in the AC. Right,
Overlay of GFP and tdTomato images. D, Left, Higher-magnification image of GFP-expressing
fluorescent axons in the LA. Middle, Higher-magnification image of CLA-SOM tdTomato-
expressing fluorescent axons in the LA. Right, Higher-magnification image overlay of GFP and
tdTomato images. The dashed line indicates the approximate LA boundaries.

Figure 2. Quantification of the anteroposterior and dorsal-ventral spread of the injection site of AAV.CaMKII.GFP and AAV.flex.Chrimson.tdTomato in the right AC of SOM-Cre transgenic mice. A,
Bright-field (top row) and epifluorescence (bottom rows) images of the slices of the injection site of a representative SOM-Cre mouse with AAV.CaMKII.GFP (green) and AAV.flex.Chrimson.tdTomato
(red). B, Plot of anterior–posterior spread (left) and dorsoventral medial-lateral spread area (right) of CaMKII.GFP and Chrimson.flex.tdTomato injection in AC. *p � 0.005, t test.
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Figure 3. Morphological characteristics, electrical, and molecular properties of long-range CLA-SOM neurons in the mouse AC. A, Schematic depicting injection site using the SOM-Cre-tdTomato
transgenic mouse line to identify CLA-SOM neurons in the AC. Bottom, LA: green, CLA-SOM GFP-positive axons; red, SOM tdTomato-positive interneurons. Top, AC: AAV.GFP.Flex injection site;
yellow, CLA-SOM somata coexpressing GFP and tdTomato. B, Epifluorescence images of SOM GFP-positive neurons. Left, Top, Bright-field image of a slice containing the LA injection site of
AAV.GFP.Flex in the SOM-Cre.tdTomato transgenic mouse line. Left, Middle, tdTomato-expressing SOM neurons in the SOM-Cre-tdTomato transgenic mouse line. Left, Bottom, GFP-positive SOM
neurons in the LA containing the viral injection of AAV.GFP.Flex in the SOM-Cre-tdTomato transgenic mouse line. The dashed line indicates the LA boundaries containing (Figure legend continues.)
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Whole-cell recordings were performed in 31–33°C ACSF. Thin-walled
borosilicate glass pipettes (Warner Instruments) were pulled on a vertical
pipette puller (PC-10, Narishige) and typically were in the range of
3–5M� resistance when filled with a cesium-based intracellular solution,
which contained the following (in mM): 110 CsOH, 100 D-gluconic acid,
10 CsCl2, 10 HEPES, 10 phosphocreatine, 1 EGTA, 1 ATP, and 0.3– 0.5%
biocytin. IPSCs were recorded in the voltage-clamp configuration with a
holding potential of 0 mV (the calculated reversal potential for glutama-
tergic excitatory conductances). Intrinsic properties were recorded in the
current-clamp configuration using a potassium-based intracellular solu-
tion at 31–33°C. Potassium-based intracellular solution contained the
following (in mM): 120 potassium gluconate, 20 KCl, 10 HEPES, 10 phos-
phocreatine, 4 ATP, 0.3 GTP, 0.2 EGTA, and 0.3– 0.5% biocytin).

Signals were sampled at 10 kHz and filtered (low-pass filtered) at 4
kHz. Pharmacological blockers used were as follows: CPP (5 �M; Tocris
Bioscience), NBQX (10 �M; Abcam), and gabazine (25 �M; Abcam).
Hardware control and data acquisition were performed by Ephus
(https://www.ephus.org; Suter et al., 2010).

Allen Mouse Brain Atlas map of electrophysiological recording sites of LA
principal neurons. Location of LA principal neurons recorded in Figure 7
was determined by taking a 4� photograph of the position of the glass
pipette in LA while performing a whole-cell patch-clamp recording. Re-
cording sites of the amygdala spanned across three 300 �m coronal slices
to cover the entire LA. These 4� photographs where then aligned to the
corresponding Nissl-stained coronal slice in the Allen Brain Mouse Atlas
(�1.430, �1.790, �2.150 mm from bregma) to define the specific loca-
tion of the somata of the recorded neuron in the atlas. Both voltage- and
current-clamp experiments where mapped in different set of atlases.

Chrimson photostimulation
CLA-SOM neurons transfected with Chrimson showed Chrimson-
tdTomato-positive axons in the LA. Because of variability both in Chrim-
son expression levels (number of Chrimson molecules per transfected
neuron) and transfection efficiency (number of Chrimson-expressing
neurons per animal), to minimize the variability from experiment to
experiment we performed the electrophysiological recording in the same
LA slices (identified by specific landmarks as slice �1, 0, and 	1) and
with the highest density of Chrimson transfected axons. We recorded IPSCs
from putative principal neurons in the LA during photoactivation of the
CLA-SOM Chrimson-positive axon terminals. A 615 nm wavelength red
LED (CoolLED pE excitation system) and a 60� water-immersion objective
was used to photo-activate CLA-SOM Chrimson-positive axon terminals.
For retrograde labeling of LA–AC projecting neurons, this paradigm was
combined with the injection of 50 nl of red Retrobeads in the right AC 2–4 d
before the experiment (n � 7 animals, n � 3 litters).

Delay/silencing of first action potential in LA principal neurons
We recorded from putative principal neurons in the LA in an area containing
Chrimson-tdTomato-positive CLA-SOM axons. In current-clamp configu-
ration, a step of current was injected to cause the LA principal neuron to fire
1–3 action potentials. To determine the effect of CLA-SOM projections on
the output of LA principal neurons, we photo-activated CLA-SOM
Chrimson-positive axons by flashing red light (615 nm) for 3 ms starting
10–50 ms before the first action potential. Combining current injection with
photoactivation of CLA-SOM projections delayed the current-evoked ac-
tion potentials in amygdala principal neurons. The action potential delay
due to the combined current injection with photoactivation of CLA-SOM
projections was normalized to the onset of the first action potential mea-
sured during the current injection alone.

Histology
During whole-cell recordings, neurons were filled with an internal solution
containing 0.3–0.5% biocytin. Filled neurons were held for at least 20 min,
and then the slices were fixed in a formalin solution (neutral buffered, 10%
solution; Sigma-Aldrich) for several days at 4°C. The slices were washed well
in PBS (6 times, 10 min per wash) and placed in a 4% streptavidin (Alex-
aFluor 488, 594, or 680 conjugate; Life Technologies) solution (498 �l of
0.3% Triton X-100 in PBS, 2 �l streptavidin per slice). Slices were allowed to
incubate in this solution at 4°C overnight, then washed well in PBS (6 times,
10 min per wash) and mounted with Fluoromount-G (SouthernBiotech) on
a glass microscope slide. Confocal images were taken with a Zeiss LSM710
microscope at varying magnifications (3–63�). The identities of neurons
recorded in the LA were confirmed by the presence of spines on their den-
dritic processes when imaged at 40–63� magnification. Individual high-
magnification images were stitched together, when necessary, using
XuvStitch software (XuvTools). Image adjustment was performed in ImageJ
(National Institutes of Health) for brightness/contrast corrections and
pseudocoloring. Neurons were morphologically reconstructed in three di-
mensions using the Simple Neuritr Tracer plugin on ImageJ software (Schin-
delin et al., 2012).

Immunohistochemistry
Mice were transcardially perfused with 4% paraformaldehyde, brains
were dissected, postfixed overnight at 4°C, and coronal sections (100 �m
thick) were obtained with a vibratome (VT1200S, Leica). Immunohisto-
chemical procedures were performed on free-floating sections using:
rabbit anti-RFP (for tdTomato, 1:500; Rockland, catalog #600-401-379),
rabbit anti-GFP AlexaFluor 488 conjugated (for YFP, 1:500; Thermo-
Fisher, catalog #A21311), rat anti-somatostatin (1:200; Millipore, catalog
#MAB354), chicken anti-GFP (1:1000; Abcam, ab13970) primary antibod-
ies, followed by AlexaFluor 633 goat anti-rabbit IgG (1:500; Life Technolo-
gies), AlexaFluor 633 goat anti-rat (1:500; Life Technologies), and
AlexaFluor 488 goat anti-chicken IgG (1:500; Abcam) secondary antibodies.

Experimental design and statistical analysis
Figure error bars represent SEM. Data analysis was performed offline
using custom MATLAB (MathWorks) routines. Group comparisons were
made using the Student’s t test if data were normally distributed and the rank
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(Figure legend continued.) the LA injection site of AAV.GFP.Flex. Top, Right Higher-
magnification of bright-field image of a slice containing the LA injection site of AAV.GFP.Flex in
the Som-Cre.tdTomato transgenic mouse line. Right, Middle, Higher-magnification image of
tdTomato-expressing SOM neurons in the SOM-Cre-tdTomato transgenic mouse line. Right,
Bottom, Higher-magnification image of GFP-positive SOM neurons in the LA containing the
viral injection of AAV.GFP.Flex in the SOM-Cre-tdTomato transgenic mouse line. C, Left, Overlay
image of GFP-positive SOM neurons in the AC identified by viral injection of AAV.GFP.Flex and
SOM neurons in the LA of SOM-Cre-tdTomato transgenic mouse line. The dashed box and the
arrows indicate the location of the somata of CLA-SOM neurons. Top, Right, GFP-positive CLA-
SOM neurons in the AC retrogradely identified by viral injection of AAV.GFP.Flex in the LA of
SOM-Cre-tdTomato transgenic mouse line. Middle, Right, tdTomato-expressing SOM neurons
in the SOM-Cre-tdTomato transgenic mouse line. Bottom, Left, Overlay of GFP and tdTomato
images. The arrow indicates the location of the CLA-SOM neurons. D, Top, Summary plot of the
following: Vrest, resting membrane potential; Ri, input resistance; Tau, membrane time con-
stant; rheobase, the smallest current step evoking an action potential; AP height, action poten-
tial height; AP half-width, action potential half-width from CLA-SOM neurons (n � 15),
including group averages (
SEM). Bottom, Train of action potentials recorded in a GFP-
positive CLA-SOM neuron during step current injection (1.0 s, 100 pA pulse). Top, Single
action potential from GFP-positive CLA-SOM neuron (black); compare to an action poten-
tial from a fast-spiking interneuron (red). E, Morphological reconstruction of one CLA-
SOM neuron (dendrites, black; axons, red). F, Plot shows the group average soma location
(
SEM) of CLA-SOM neurons. The black circles mark the absolute distances from the pia
to the soma (CLA-SOM, n � 25, animals, n � 12). G, Plot shows the dorsoventral soma
location of CLA-SOM neurons (CLA-SOM, n � 18, animals, n � 8). H, Schematic depicting
the injection site of red RetroBeads using the SOM-Cre-eYFP transgenic mouse line to
identify CLA-SOM neurons in the AC. I, Overlay image of red-positive neurons in the AC
identified by injection of retrograde beads in LA and SOM eYFP neurons in the SOM-Cre-
eYFP transgenic mouse line. J, High-magnification epifluorescence images of SOM red-
beads-positive neurons. Top, Left, eYFP-positive SOM neurons in the AC in the SOM-Cre-
tdTomato transgenic mouse line. Middle, Left, CLA-SOM neurons identified by anatomical
retrograde labeling in the SOM-Cre-eYFP transgenic mouse line. Bottom, Left, Overlay of
eYFP and retrograde beads labeled CLA-SOM neurons. The arrows indicate the location of
the read beads in the CLA-SOM neurons. Top, Right, CLA-SOM neurons immunostained
with anti-SOM. Middle, Left, CLA-SOM neurons identified by anatomical retrograde label-
ing in the SOM-Cre-eYFP transgenic mouse line. Bottom, Right, Overlay of CLA-SOM neu-
rons immunostained with anti-SOM and retrograde beads labeled CLA-SOM neurons. The
arrows indicate the location of the read beads in the CLA-SOM neurons.
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sum test if not, with significance defined as p �
0.05. Statistical analyses were conducted using
standard MATLAB (MathWorks) functions.

Results
Anatomical and electrophysiological
properties of CLA
somatostatin neurons
To visualize long-range GABAergic pro-
jections originating in the cortex and
terminating in the LA, we injected a
combination of AAV.Chrimson-tdTomato.
Flex and AAV.CaMKII.GFP into the right
AC of SOM-Cre transgenic mice. In
this way, we conditionally expressed
Chrimson-tdTomato in SOM GABAergic
neurons while simultaneously nonspecifi-
cally labeling all pyramidal neurons in the
AC with GFP (Fig. 1A–D).

Between the two viruses we found a
larger area of transfection, quantified as
the distance from the injection site to the
most posterior slice showing either GFP-
or tdTomato-expressing somata (antero-
posterior spread, GFP: 1267 
 133 �m;
tdTomato: 866 
 133 �m; area, GFP:
2667 
 379 �m 2; tdTomato: 645 
 168
�m 2; p � 2.06 � 10�4, t test; Fig. 2B).
Although our analysis suggests that the
spread of Chrimson. tdTomato covers a
smaller area than CaMKII.GFP (Fig.
2A,B), we were able to detect Chrimson
and CaMKII-positive axons across the en-
tire anterior posterior extent of LA (Fig.
1). Particularly, this method allowed us to
visualize the contribution of both long-
range excitatory (GFP-expressing axons)
and inhibitory (Chrimson-tdTomato-
expressing axons) projections originating
in the cortex and terminating in the LA
(Fig. 1D). The boundaries for the LA were
approximated based on bright-field image
landmarks and comparison to the Allen
Institute for Brain Science coronal mouse
atlas.

Although, in our experience, AAV1.Flex viral vectors (Atasoy et
al., 2008) exhibited both anterograde and retrograde (Rothermel
et al., 2013; Rock et al., 2016, 2018; Zurita et al., 2018) trans-
fection capabilities, when we injected the AAV.Chrimson-
tdTomato.Flex virus in the cortex we only observed anterograde
labeling of SOM neurons (i.e., no SOM somata transfected in LA;
see Fig. 5C). In contrast, when we injected the AAV.CAG.FLEX.EG-
FP.WPRE virus into the LA, we observed transfected SOM somata
both in the injected LA (Fig. 1D, left) and in the ipsilateral AC
(Fig. 3B,C). To determine the layer of origin for the long-range
CLA-SOM neurons, we injected the AAV.GFP.Flex virus into the
right LA of SOM-Cre transgenic mice expressing td-Tomato in
all the somatostatin neurons (Taniguchi et al., 2011; Fig. 3A–C).
This approach allowed us to visually identify and record from
CLA-SOM neurons using whole-cell patch-clamp (Fig. 3D).
Confocal images of biocytin-filled CLA-SOM neurons showed
that they are similar to SOM GABAergic neurons in their mor-
phology and send an axonal projection into the subcortical white

matter as well as to layer 1 [Figs. 3E (morphological-
reconstructed CLA-SOM neuron), 4]. We verified their identity
based on the comparison with electrophysiological properties of
SOM GABAergic neurons (Ma et al., 2006). These properties
include a wide action potential and low rheobase (the smallest
current step evoking an action potential; Fig. 3D, bottom; action
potentials in CLA-SOM neurons, shown in black, are wider than
those from fast-spiking GABAergic neurons, example in red).
The responses to current steps in CLA-SOM neurons were typical
for SOM GABAergic neurons (Fig. 3D). Basic electrophysiological
properties for CLA-SOM neurons (n � 15) included (Fig. 3D): rest-
ing membrane potential, �62.8 
 2.4 mV; input resistance, 245.8 

43.9 M�; membrane time constant, 0.72 
 0.09 ms; rheobase, 70 

16.4 pA (data not shown); action potential threshold, �42.4 
 1.1
mV; action potential height, 62.9 
 2.6 mV; action potential half-
width, 0.42 
 0.03 ms; F/I slope, 0.33 
 0.03 Hz/pA step data not
shown. Using the combination of this virus approach and whole-cell
patch-clamp, allowed us to determine also the laminar location of
CLA-SOM neurons. Particularly, their somata were spanning all the

Figure 4. Single-cell reconstruction of the dendritic arborization of biocytin-filled retrograde labeled CLA-SOM neurons. All
neurons are oriented toward pia (top).
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Figure 5. Photostimulation of auditory CLA-SOM projections elicits direct inhibition and modulates action potentials in LA principal neurons. A, Schematic depicting injection site using the
SOM-Cre transgenic mouse line to transfect CLA-SOM projections to the LA with Chrimson. Top, AC: AAV.Chrimson.flex injection site. Bottom, Lateral amygdala: red, CLA-SOM Chrimson-tdTomato-
positive axons. B, Experimental paradigm for photo-stimulating Chrimson-positive CLA-SOM projections while recording from LA neurons. C, Left, Epifluorescence images of a slice containing the
LA showing expression of Chrimson-tdTomato following injection of AAV.Chrimson.Flex into the AC plus biocytin-labeled LA principal neurons. Middle, High-resolution epifluorescence image of a
biocytin-labeled principal neuron in the LA. The dashed box indicates the location of the image on the right. Right, High-resolution epifluorescence image of spines from the biocytin-labeled principal
neuron in the LA. D, Example of IPSCs recorded at 0 mV from a principal neuron before (red trace) and after application of ionotropic glutamate receptor antagonists (NBQX, 10 �M; CPP, 5 �M;
magenta trace) and GABAA receptor antagonist (gabazine, 25 �M: black trace). E, Left, Plot of onset latencies recorded in LA principal neurons using three different red LED power (n � 18) including
group averages (
 SEM). Middle, Plot of IPSCs peaks calculated for LA principal neurons using three different red LED powers, including group averages (
SEM). Right, Plot of IPSCs charge transfer
calculated for individual IPSCs for LA principal neurons using three different red LED powers, including group averages (
SEM). *p � 0.05, t test. (Figure legend continues.)
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layers but primarily present in layers 5 and 6 of the AC (17 of 25, 68%
of the CLA neurons in layers 5 and 6; Fig. 3F,G).

In a different set of experiments, to visualize long-range SOM
projections originating in the AC and terminating in the LA, we
injected well established non-viral retrograde tracers (Fig. 3H), such
as the red RetroBeads, into the LA of SOM-Cre-YFP transgenic mice
and analyzed retrograde-labeled cells in the AC. The injection site
was centered primarily in the dorsal region of the LA. From the cen-
ter of the injection, the spread of the tracer was �600 �m in the
anteroposterior plane and �300 �m in the dorsoventral plane. For
all of our injections (n � 4 animals), there was no evidence and/or

4

(Figure legend continued.) F, Response of a principal neurons in the whole-cell current-clamp
configuration to current injection (130 pA, 100 ms; n�9; black trace). Response of the principal
neuron (red trace) to current injection with photostimulation of CLA-SOM projections (red bar;
1–10 ms). G, Response of a principal neurons in the whole-cell current-clamp configuration to
current injection (150 pA, 1000 ms; n � 5; black trace). Response of the principal neuron (red
trace) to current injection with photostimulation of CLA-SOM projections (red bar; 1–10 ms). H,
Summary of Chrimson-mediated delay of action potential generation in LA principal neurons
(n � 9) during current injection combined with photostimulation of the Chrimson CLA-SOM
projections. Delay was relative to the onset of the first action potential measured during the
current injection alone.

Figure 6. Single-cell reconstruction of the dendritic arborization of biocytin-filled LA principal neurons. Each neuron displays high-density dendritic spines, as showed in the corresponding high
resolution confocal images. Dashed boxes indicate the location of the confocal images for each neuron.
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Figure 7. Allen Mouse Brain Atlas map of LA principal neurons recording sites. Nissl stain coronal slices from the Allen Mouse Brain Atlas with voltage-clamp (top) and current-clamp (bottom)
recordings of individual soma locations of principal neurons in LA (black dots). Bottom shows examples of alignment of 4� images of recording pipette in the slice with the Allen Mouse Brain Atlas
to determine the location of the soma of the recorded neuron.
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negligible of tracer deposit or spillover in the striatum or the basal
amygdala. These are two brain areas bordering the LA, and are
known to receive corticofugal projections from the AC (Winer,
2006). Using this method, we found that, in CLA-SOM neurons,
YFP was colocalized with red RetroBeads in the AC (Fig. 3J, left) and
were spanning from layers 2–6 of the AC in the hemisphere ipsilat-
eral to the injection site (Fig. 3I). Moreover, retrogradely labeled
CLA-SOM neurons were identified throughout the entire AC,
including the dorsal, primary, and ventral areas. We further charac-
terized the CLA-SOM by confirming their expression of the neuro-
peptide somatostatin (Fig. 3J, right).

These multiple complementary datasets confirm that, in the
entire AC, long-range CLA-SOM GABAergic neurons send a di-

rect projection to the LA (CLA-SOM inhibitory projections ¡
LA principal neurons).

Do CLA somatostatin neurons inhibit LA neurons?
To determine the connectivity pattern of CLA-SOM neurons
onto neurons in the LA, we used an optogenetic approach in
which we conditionally expressed Chrimson in SOM neurons by
injecting AAV.Chrimson.Flex into the right AC of SOM-Cre
transgenic mice (Fig. 5A,B; injection site as in Fig. 1B). After 4 – 6
weeks, we recorded from the right LA, in which Chrimson-
positive axons could be observed (Fig. 5C). As already reported
for ChR2-positive axons (Petreanu et al., 2007; Rock and Api-
cella, 2015), Chrimson-positive axons remain photo-excitable

Figure 8. Auditory CLA-SOM neurons innervate LA–AC projecting neurons. A, Schematic depicting injection site using the SOM-Cre transgenic mouse line to transfect CLA-SOM
projections to the LA with Chrimson and retrogradely label LA–AC projecting neurons. Top, AC: AAV.Chrimson.flex and red RetroBeads injection site. Bottom, LA: red CLA-SOM
Chrimson-tdTomato-positive axons and retrograde labeled LA–AC projecting neurons. B, Experimental paradigm for photo-stimulating Chrimson-positive CLA-SOM projections while
recording from retrogradely identified LA–AC projecting neurons. C, Bright-field (left) and epifluorescence (right) images of a slice containing the AC injection site for AAV.Chrimson.Flex
and red RetroBeads. D, Epifluorescence (left) image of a slice containing the LA showing expression of Chrimsom-tdTomato (red) and LA–AC principal neurons (green, dashed box)
following injection of AAV.Chrimsom.Flex and red RetroBeads into the AC. The dashed line indicates the approximate LA boundaries. E, Left, High-resolution epifluorescence image of
Chrimson-positive CLA-SOM projections. Middle, High-resolution epifluorescence image of biocytin-labeled LA-AC projecting neurons. Right, High-resolution epifluorescence image of
a LA-AC red-beads-positive neuron. F, Example of IPSCs recorded at 0 mV from a LA–AC neuron before (red trace) and after application of ionotropic glutamate receptor antagonists
(NBQX, 10 �M; CPP 5 �M; magenta trace) and GABAA receptor antagonist (gabazine, 25 �M; black trace). G, Left, Plot of onset latencies recorded in LA–AC neurons using three different
red LED power (n � 8 neurons, n � 6 animals) including group averages (
 SEM). Middle, Plot of IPSCs peaks calculated for LA–AC neurons using three different red LED powers,
including group averages (
SEM). Right, Plot of IPSCs charge transfer calculated for individual IPSCs for LA–AC principal neurons using three different red LED powers, including group
averages (
SEM). *p � 0.05, t test.
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even when severed from their parent somata. To determine the
synaptic properties of CLA-SOM projections onto LA neurons,
we photo-activated CLA-SOM Chrimson-positive axons by
flashing red light (615 nm) for 3 ms at three different powers (0.2,
0.7, and 1.3 W/cm 2) during whole-cell recordings from LA neu-
rons. IPSCs (Fig. 5D, red trace) were isolated by applying a com-
mand potential of 0 mV (the calculated reversal potential for
glutamatergic excitatory conductance). The IPSCs onset of the
photo-evoked response was 3.5 
 0.2 ms (0.2 W/cm 2; n � 18),
2.8 
 0.1 ms (0.7 W/cm 2; n � 19), and 2.6 
 0.1 ms (1.3 W/cm 2;
n � 20), respectively (Fig. 5E, left). Our quantification revealed
that the onset of the photo-evoked responses was significantly
faster at the 1.3 W/cm 2 LED power compared with those at 0.2
W/cm 2 (p � 2.25 � 10�4, t test) and significantly faster at 0.7
W/cm 2 LED power compared with those at 0.2 W/cm 2 (p �
0.0025, t test; Fig. 5E, left).

This latency is consistent with the IPSCs being the result of a
monosynaptic inhibitory input from the cortex and not a local LA
feedback inhibitory network recruited by cortical projections.
Blocking excitatory neurotransmission by application of gluta-
mate receptor antagonists NBQX and CPP did not abolish the

CLA-SOM-Chrimson-evoked synaptic IPSCs (Fig. 5D, magenta
trace; n � 5). In contrast, blocking inhibitory neurotransmission
by application of gabazine (Fig. 5D, black trace; n � 5) com-
pletely abolished the CLA-SOM-Chrimson-evoked synaptic IP-
SCs, confirming they were elicited by direct cortical inhibitory
transmission. Basic biophysical properties for CLA-SOM-
Chrimson-evoked synaptic IPSCs (n � 20) included (Fig. 5E):
peak: 61.8 
 11.7 pA (0.2 W/cm 2), 75.7 
 13.3 pA (0.7 W/cm 2),
80.1 
 12.9 pA (1.3 W/cm 2); charge: 1.4 
 0.3 pC (0.2 W/cm 2),
2.1 
 0.4 pC (0.7 W/cm 2), 2.4 
 0.4 pC (1.3 W/cm 2). Biocytin-
filled neurons were post hoc morphologically identified as princi-
pal neurons by the presence of dendritic spines (Figs. 5C, right,
white arrows, 6). Fifteen of 18 neurons were recovered after patch-
ing and were processed for imaging; all 15 of these neurons showed a
high density of dendritic spines at 40–63� magnification (Fig. 6).
These data reveal that a large proportion of LA principal neurons
(Fig. 7) receive direct inhibitory input driven by CLA-SOM neurons
but does not exclude the possibility that other LA neurons also re-
ceive inhibitory input from these projections.

To determine how CLA-SOM neurons affect the output of LA
neurons, we took advantage of the same viral approach described

Figure 9. Retrograde AAV-RV tracing of monosynaptic input to the CLA-SOM neurons. A, Design of viral vectors for AAV-RV-mediated monosynaptic retrograde tracing and experimental
timeline for unilateral injections of the helper AAV in the AC and the pseudotyped RV in the LA of SOM-Cre transgenic mice. B, Schematic illustration of the of the CLA-SOM starter neuron(green/red)
transfected with AAV.TVA.G-protein (green) and RV (red) to retrograde trans-synaptically label the monosynaptic input neurons (red only). C, Bright-field (top left) and epifluorescence (top middle
and right) images of a slice containing the AC showing the CLA-SOM (starter) neurons and the local input neurons. The dashed box and the arrows indicate the location of the somata of CLA-SOM
neurons and the local input neurons. Bottom left, Bright-field and epifluorescence (bottom middle and right) images of a slice showing LA presynaptic neurons (dashed box) to the CLA-SOM neurons.
The dashed line indicates the approximate LA boundaries.
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above. We obtained whole-cell recordings from principal neu-
rons while injecting a step of current causing the neurons to spike
between 1 and 3 action potentials (Fig. 5F,G, black traces). We
then photo-activated CLA-SOM Chrimson-positive axons by
flashing red light (615 nm) for 3 ms starting 10 –50 ms before the
first action potential. Combining current injection with photo-
activation of CLA-SOM Chrimson-positive axons, we observed a
delay of the first action potential (Fig. 5F,G, red traces), with an
average delay of 23.6 
 3.3 ms (n � 9; Fig. 5H). Overall, these
results indicate that CLA-SOM projections act directly on LA
principal neurons and have the ability to affect spike generation
and timing in these neurons.

CLA somatostatin neurons inhibit LA–AC projecting neurons
The LA is characterized by principal neurons that project locally
and outside the amygdala (McDonald, 1998). Recently, Yang et
al. (2016) identified a previous unexplored pathway from the LA
to the AC (LA–AC projecting neurons) and found that these
connections are associated with fear memory. We examined how
activity of CLA-SOM neurons regulates activity in LA–AC path-
way. To address this question, we used an optogenetic approach
in SOM-Cre transgenic mice (Fig. 8A,B) in which LA–AC pro-
jecting neurons are retrogradelly labeled by injecting red
RetroBeads in the right AC (Fig. 8C). In these mice, AAV.Chrim-
son.Flex injected in the AC induces Chrimson expression in
CLA-SOM neurons (Fig. 8D,E). To determine the CLA-SOM
synaptic connections onto the LA–AC projecting neurons, we
recorded in coronal brain slices from LA–AC neurons in the LA
ipsilateral to the injection site. Three of 8 neurons were recov-
ered after patching and were processed for imaging; all 3 of
these neurons showed a high density of dendritic spines at
40 – 63� magnification. CLA-SOM-Chrimson-evoked synap-
tic IPSCs were not blocked by application of NBQX and CPP,
but completely blocked by application of gabazine (Fig. 8F ).
The peak (69.2 
 20.7 pA, 0.2 W/cm 2; 96.4 
 22.9 pA, 0.7
W/cm 2; 99.7 
 21.1 pA, 1.3 W/cm 2) and charge (1.9 
 0.4 pC,
0.2 W/cm 2; 2.6 
 0.6 pC, 0.7 W/cm 2; 2.7 
 0.5 pC, 1.3
W/cm 2) of the maximal IPSCs were used as measures of the
strength of the CLA-SOM projections to LA–AC neurons (n �
8; Fig. 8G). Our quantification also revealed that the onset of
the photo-evoked responses was significantly faster at the 1.3
W/cm 2 LED power compared with those at 0.2 W/cm 2 ( p �
0.0011, t test) and significantly faster at 0.7 W/cm 2 LED power
compared with those at 0.2 W/cm 2 ( p � 0.0127, t test; Fig. 8G,
left).

Together, these results indicate that CLA-SOM neurons in-
nervate LA–AC projecting neurons in the LA (CLA-SOM inhib-
itory projections ¡ LA–AC principal neurons).

In vivo monosynaptic circuit mapping through
Cre-dependent targeting of CLA-SOM neurons
To determine whether CLA-SOM receive reciprocal innervation
from LA–AC principal neurons, as well as from other brain areas,
we applied a monosynaptic retrograde tracing approach (Oh et
al., 2014). We first injected the right AC of SOM-Cre animals
with AAV1-EF1a-flex-GTB helper virus, which encodes for the
fluorescent reporter GFP (as a reporter), the TVA800 avian re-
ceptor (for pseudotyped rabies virus entry), and rabies G-protein
(for rabies virus cell exits in a retrograde fashion), in a Cre-
dependent manner. The subsequent injection of pseudotyped ra-
bies virus (RV) EnvA-�G-ChR2-mCherry virus in the right LA
allowed the infection of local CLA-SOM axons through the TVA
receptor (Fig. 9A). CLA-SOM neurons (starter neurons) in the

right AC can therefore be identified by the double expression
of GFP and mCherry, and could spread newly synthetized
RV-�G-ChR2-mCherry virions to their presynaptic partners,
which in turn will be identified by the expression of mCherry
only (Fig. 9B). A brain-wide analysis revealed that the vast
majority of CLA-SOM presynaptic neurons are localized in
AC, and a small fraction in LA (Fig. 9C), MGB, and non-
auditory cortical areas (data not shown). As additional
control, RV-EnvA-�G-ChR2-mCherry was injected in a
SOM-Cre mouse: after 6 d, no mCherry-expressing cells were
observed, neither in the proximity of the injection site, nor in
more distal regions, indicating that the RV could infect cells
only when in combination with TVA-expressing neurons.
This indicates that a portion of LA–AC neurons is synaptically
connected with CLA-SOM neurons in the AC.

Discussion
Previous studies have extensively characterized the neuronal cir-
cuits underlying fear conditioning (Janak and Tye, 2015). The
auditory signals reach the LA via the auditory thalamus and AC,
then transfer to the basolateral and the central amygdala, which
in turn projects to the brainstem that controls fear/aversive be-
havior (McDonald, 1998). Particularly, by using anatomical,

Figure 10. Summary diagram: CLA-SOM neurons directly inhibit principal neurons and
LA–AC projecting neurons in the LA. Auditory CLA-SOM projections modulate the activity
of LA–AC and principal neurons by direct monosynaptic inhibition. Green lines, Excitatory
inputs from pyramidal neurons; red line, inhibitory input from CLA-SOM neurons.
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electrophysiological, imaging, and optogenetics approaches these
studies have established that cortical neurons have an impact on
sound-driven aversive/fear behavior by regulating the activity of
neurons in the LA through long-range glutamatergic/excitatory
projections, whereas inhibition is mediated by local feedforward
and feedback circuits (for review, see Letzkus et al., 2011; Janak
and Tye, 2015). In this study, we have identified a previously
unexplored CLA long-range inhibitory circuit (CLA-SOM inhib-
itory projections ¡ LA principal neurons) underlying the con-
trol of LA principal neurons output (Fig. 10). We also established
that the CLA-SOM neurons innervate LA principal neurons that
are a component of a new feedback pathway from LA to the AC
(CLA-SOM inhibitory projections ¡ LA–AC projecting neu-
rons), and (LA–AC projecting neurons ¡ CLA-SOM inhibitory
projections), that it is important for the expression of fear mem-
ory (Yang et al., 2016).

Discriminating between auditory signals of different affective
value is critical for the survival and success of social interaction of
an individual. Auditory fear conditioning has been used as a be-
havioral task in which animals learn to associate a neutral stimu-
lus (sound) with an aversive stimulus (footshock), that lead the
animal to exhibit a fear response to the sound presentation alone.
The amygdala is the key brain region critical for the formation of
auditory fear memory (Goosens and Maren, 2001). Particularly,
auditory fear conditioning is recognized to involve a Hebbian
plasticity mechanism within the LA, whereby a non-strong audi-
tory input [conditioned stimulus (CS)] on LA neurons are po-
tentiated by simultaneous strong depolarization produced by the
somatosensory input processing the unconditioned stimulus.
The so obtained potentiation of the auditory input increases the
probability that the LA neurons will increase the cell firing when
an auditory CS signals is presented again. This model is sup-
ported by work both in vitro (Rumpel et al., 2005; Clem and
Huganir, 2010) and in vivo (Quirk et al., 1995; Rogan and Le-
Doux, 1995). For long time, it has been assumed that memories
are encoded by modification of synaptic strength via two princi-
pal cellular mechanisms such as long-term potentiation (LTP)
and long-term depression. Only lately, Nabavi et al. (2014) were
able to show the causal link between these synaptic processes and
memory by conditioning an animal to associate a footshock with
optogenetic stimulation of auditory projections to the amygdala.

Recently, Yang et al. (2016) demonstrated that a pathway from
the LA to the AC leads to structural rearrangements of presynaptic
boutons and postsynaptic spines of auditory cortical pyrami-
dal neurons. Particularly, this amygdala-cortical projection is
important to fear memory expression. Moreover, Namburi et
al. (2015) found that the LA projecting neurons have the abil-
ity to differentially mediate the acquisition of associative
memories of stimuli that predict positive and negative out-
comes. Since, the acquisition of fear (Miserendino et al., 1990)
has been show to induce LTP of synapses onto LA neurons, by
increasing the postsynaptic AMPA receptor-mediated cur-
rents in an NMDA-dependent manner that required the si-
multaneous release of glutamate and depolarization of the
postsynaptic neurons. Namburi et al. (2015) found that opto-
genetic silencing of LA neurons during the conditioned– un-
conditioned behavioral paradigm impaired the conditioned
freezing by blocking the NMDAR-dependent LTP mechanism
to occur.

In an additional study, Chen et al. (2015) demonstrated that
motor learning is characterized by structural rearrangements of
presynaptic boutons of cortical SOM interneurons, whereas Kato
et al. (2015) demonstrated that local SOM neurons gate cortical

information flow based on the behavioral relevance of the stim-
ulus. Only recently, Gillet et al. (2017) showed that learning re-
lated changes in SOM cell activity may help to regulate CS	 and
CS� sensory representations during fear memory retrieval. Fur-
ther experiments are needed to understand the functional signif-
icance of this direct cortical inhibition to the LA, but in
combination with the above mentioned studies it invites to spec-
ulate that CLA-SOM neurons might play a role in mechanisms
underlying spine dynamics by inducing a specific reorganization
of dendritic excitatory synapses of LA principal neurons, includ-
ing the LA–AC projecting neurons and have consequences on
learning and/or memory retrieval.

Our results establish a previously unknown cortico-amygdala
long-range inhibitory circuit (CLA-SOM inhibitory projections ¡
amygdala principal neurons) underlying the control of spike timing/
generation in LA and LA–AC neurons and attribute a specific func-
tion to a genetically defined type of cortical neuron in cortico-
amygdala communication. We have shown that the LA principal
neurons, as well the LA–AC projecting neurons, receive not only
glutamatergic excitatory inputs from the cortex, but also inhibitory
inputs. This may suggest that the timing and ratio of excitation and
inhibition, two opposing forces in the mammalian cerebral cortex,
can dynamically affect the output of the LA, providing a general
mechanism for fear/aversive behavior driven by auditory stimuli.
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